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Article abstract
The Gift in Melanesia and in Québec Basic Contradictions
Godbout and Caillé's model of the gift does not take account of some important
properties of " the gift " in Melanesia, where " free gifts " tend to be rare,
especially those presented to non-locals and strangers; where the high moral
value of balancing gifts would rarely be questioned; where relations with
animals, plants, landscape make up an important part of the system ofthe gift;
where gendered gifts, masculine and feminine, form a well-balanced whole.
After referring briefry to the theories of Malinowski and Mauss, the article
presents in more detail the criticisms heaped upon them in thé 1970's and
after, from the viewpoints of marxism, operationalism, feminism,
phenomenology and diverse postmodem trends. This analysis brings out more
clearly the vast difTerence between Melanesian and Judaeo-Christian models
of thé gift. In conclusion, the article shows that the Christian model of thé gift
does not account for ail the facts observable in Québec today. These facts
reveal major tendencies left out of Godbout's analysis and suggest explanations
closer to a model of the Melanesian type.
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